Pandy’s Meadowlands Selections for Friday, April 5

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a clear edge.

Meadowlands Race Picks
by Bob Pandolfo

RACE 1
3 ATTA BOY DAN 4-1
5 MARTY MONKHOUSE A 5-2
2 FURIOUS BEACH 6-1
1 HARRY HANOVER 6-1

ATTA BOY DAN 15 year old has turned in a few good efforts while unable to deliver in crunch time but I’ll give him the edge in this amateur driver race, in a very weak field...MARTY MONKHOUSE A 15 year old ships in from Rosecroft. He had a strong year last year. He’s really known for his 5/8’s track skills as he’s 0 for 18 over this track but he may have found the right field.

RACE 2
3 CHUCKY HANOVER 2-1
1 RANDOM HANOVER 5-2
6 AIR GUITAR 3-1
5 EL YERNO 7-2

CHUCKY HANOVER drops out of a quick mile, gets a better post, and may be set for best in his third start of the year.

RACE 3
7 MR MATT MAJOR N 8-5
2 LOVE YOUR WORK A 9-5
5 LITERL LAD HANOVER 6-1
4 BARGAIN SHOPPER 8-1

MR MATT MAJOR N qualified well then rallied gamely for the place in last...LOVE YOUR WORK A was first over and held okay while out-kicked by the top pick...LITERL LAD HANOVER returns at a reduced level...BARGAIN SHOPPER drops, best needed.

RACE 4
8 MY WISH CAME TRUE 2-1
3 TIDAL SHARK 4-1
9 BRAZEN BRAZILIANIAN 8-1
10 CAMLACHIE CHROME 8-1

MY WISH CAME TRUE gets a better spot and picks up one of the better amateur drivers.

RACE 5
2 BAILEYS ROCK N 6-1
4 HELLO ROCKY 6-1
7 COIN FLIP 2-1
3 MARVALOUS ONE 14-1
BAILEYS ROCK N gets a key driver change and a better post but rarely wins...HELLO ROCKY ships in from Canada and lands in a very weak field...COIN FLIP finished second in his last two starts, with pretty good trips.

RACE 6
7 TOCCOA FALLS 7-5
8 FOCUS POCUS 5-2
2 JL CRUZE 3-1
1 DRIBBLING BI 8-1

TOCCOA FALLS drops out of a very fast race...FOCUS POCUS raced okay off the bench in last...JL CRUZE 13 year old had a remarkable year last year but his recent form at Dover Downs has been so-so. That being said, he has 31 career wins over this track and he certainly fits on class...DRIBBLING BI best needed.

RACE 7
6 PHELGON 8-5
3 SHES SO SWEET 5-2
9 ROMA AMOR 7-2
5 EBONY LADY 4-1

PHELGON turned in a game effort in first start of this series...SHES SO SWEET was used leaving and held well; gets good post...ROMA AMOR rallied from 7th to nail PHELGON...EBONY LADY ships in off a win at Pocono and might fit well in this field.

RACE 8
8 PADUKA N** 5-2
4 ROCK ON LINE 5-2
1 DEALER’S TABLE 6-1
2 WHAMMER JAMMER 4-1

PADUKA N was shuffled and finished well in last; can leave...ROCK ON LINE beat similar two back then used up energy through the middle half in last; threat...DEALER’S TABLE was used too hard early in his last two starts but fits here with a better trip...WHAMMER JAMMER was first over and lost by a neck.

RACE 9
6 ERA OF LOVE 4-1
1 MONEYMAKEHERSMILE 6-1
3 ALMOST KAREN 6-1
7 EILEEN’S WISH 8-1

ERA OF LOVE left well from post 9, yielded, pulled to challenge and didn't tire that badly; edge in weak field...MONEYMAKEHERSMILE left for the pocket and cleared too late in last...ALMOST KAREN picks up David Miller and drops...EILEEN’S WISH was one of several horses that got jammed in tight quarters in the 6th race last Friday.

RACE 10
6 BEACH COWGIRL 8-5
4 MISS CHANTILLY N 2-1
2 ZANATTA 5-2
5 MISS LIMELIGHT N 10-1

RACE 11
3 LADYZAR 13-1
4 SHINE ON SUSAN 5-2
5 EVAS SPORTS CZECH 8-1
8 MISS ITALIA 10-1

LADYZAR is 0 for 23 over this track and 1 for 36 the last two years but she had an excuse in last and pretty good recent form before that; edge in a very slow field...SHINE ON SUSAN raced okay to be second off a layoff in last; I guess she's the one to beat but I wouldn't want a short price...EVAS SPORTS CZECH showed some speed in last...MISS ITALIA hooked wheels in last, gets David Miller tonight.

RACE 12
8 CENTURY JAMILA 8-5
5 SWEETEST BELLE 2-1
4 LISA LANE 3-1
3 SHEZAFREAKLIKE ME 8-1

RACE 13
7 ROLLINWITDAPONYZZZ 4-1
6 LETTUCERIPRITA A 7-5
5 JUST A ROCKET MAN 5-2
2 NATIVE CHIEF 5-1

ROLLINWITDAPONYZZZ left and was shuffled in traffic; gets a catch driver here...LETTUCERIPRITA A comes off two easy wins at this level...JUST A ROCKET MAN comes off a nice win against similar...NATIVE CHIEF raced okay off a layoff in last.

RACE 14
6 THE AMERICAN EAGLE 4-1
1 PENCILS DOWN 8-5
3 TAILGATE BUZZ 6-1
9 NICE GUY EDDIE 6-1

BEST BET: PADUKA N 8th Race